
PRE WRITING WEBSITES

While many writers have traditionally created outlines before beginning writing, there are several other effective
prewriting activities. We often call these prewriting strategies â€œbrainstorming techniques.â€•. Five useful strategies
are listing, clustering, freewriting, looping, and.

Figure 7. The result will look like a web on your page. The first important step is for you to tell yourself why
you are writing to inform, to explain, or some other purpose and for whom you are writing. Remember, to
generate ideas in your freewriting, you may also think about readings that you have enjoyed or that have
challenged your thinking. This will help you when you are mapping or outlining your ideas, because as you
use an idea, you can cross it off your list. Students An increasing number of students are searching for essay
writing apps to help them improve the quality of their paper or thesis. Discuss the differences and similarities
between informative and narrative writing. This cover may interest you, and you may consider global warming
as a topic. How can the issue or problem be resolved? Mariah also realized that although her readers are other
communications majors who are interested in the topic, they may want to read a paper about a particular issue
in mass media. Lesson plan Before Prewriting Explain to students that writing the science lab report is a way
for them to show what they have learned during their experiments. Locate clusters of interest to you, and use
the terms you attached to the key ideas as departure points for your paper. Clustering: This is another way to
record your thoughts and observations for a paragraph or essay after you have chosen a topic. Prewriting
Exercises Brainstorming: It's often helpful to set a time limit on this; plan to brainstorm for ten minutes, for
example. You may also use factual information from books or articles you previously read on your topic. Jot
down all the possible terms that emerge from the general topic you are working on. The same rules that apply
to freewriting apply to looping: write quickly, do not edit, and do not stop. Bloggers and Content Writers Most
writers have their own blogs these days. For example, a magazine advertising the latest research on the threat
of global warming may catch your eye in the supermarket. These can all provide inspiration for your writing.
Freewriting Freewriting is an exercise in which you write freely about any topic for a set amount of time
usually three to five minutes. ProWritingAid is a key part of the modern fiction writing process. Searching the
Internet Using search engines on the Internet is a good way to see what kinds of websites are available on your
topic. What are her needs? At what place is the cause or effect of the problem most visible? All these
idea-gathering techniques will help you plan for future work on your assignment. You might also want to
check out the section on formative assessment. Prewriting strategies depend on your critical reading skills.


